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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Rq be the Euclidean space of dimension q, let x = (xi), y = (1~~) be in 
Rq, and we denote by (x, y) = CT= r xiyi its scalar product, x = (x, x)“~ the 
Euclidean norm, and d(x, y) = IJx - yll. If A is a nonempty subset of Rq, 
x E Rq, let d,.,(x) = inf{ 11x - a )I I a E A }; if further A is closed, let proj,(f) = 
{aEA l4f,a)=4,(f)}, forfE Rq, proj,(F)= Uf,Fproj,Cf), for Fc R4, 
and denote by [A]’ the set proj,(O), of elements in A of minima1 norm. Let 
X be a nonempty subset of Rq, and we denote by T(X, x) and N(X, x) 
Bouligand’s tangent and normal cones to X at x E X. We recall that 
T(X, x) = {a E Rq ( lim infg,0+ 0-r . d,(x + 0~) = O), and N(X, x) = 
{V E Rq / (q, u) < 0 for all v E T(X, x)}. The set T(X, x) is a closed cone, 
and N(X, x) is a closed convex cone. 
Let F be a mapping from X to the set of all subsets of IRy, such that F(x) 
is nonempty, convex, compact for all x E X, and let x0 be fixed in X. In this 
paper, we consider the differential inclusions 
and 
-f(f) E ProJTcx,x(t,, F(W), x(O) = x0 3 (E) 
4t> E b-0.i r(x,xdW)) lo, x(0) = x0. (E.1 
Any locally Lipschitz solution x(e): 10, 7’) -+X (0 < T < +a~) of (Ey is 
called a slow solution of the differential inclusion (E). This paper deals with 
the problems of the existence of (classical)solutions and slow solutions of the 
differential inclusion (E). In this study, the differential inclusion 
i(t) E J-(x(t)> - N(& x(t)). 
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x(0) = x0 1 (E,) 
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plays an important role, as will be seen later. In the same way as for (E), we 
define slow solutions of (E,). 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall the definition 
and properties of tangentially regular sets, a large class of sets which 
includes closed, convex subsets of Rq, and submanifolds of R4 of class Cp, 
p > 1 (with or without a boundary). Throughout the paper, we suppose that 
the set X is tangentially regular. In Section 2, we also give sufficient 
conditions for the existence of (classical) solutions of (E) and (E,). In 
Section 3, the main theorem of this paper (Theorem 3.1) gives sufficient 
conditions for the existence of slow solutions of the differential inclusions (E) 
and (E,). Finally, in Section 4, we give sufftcient conditions which ensure 
the unicity of (classical) solutions and slow solutions of (E) and (E,). 
We close this introduction by indicating the link between this paper and 
others written previously. The differential inclusion (E) has been introduced 
by Henry [ 181. (E) plays an important role in the study of resource 
allocation mechanisms (cf. [ 1, 2, 171). The study of (E’) is directly 
motivated by other mechanisms (see [ 131). The existence theorem of 
Section 2 generalizes a theorem of Henry [ 181. Apart from the fact that we 
consider only finite dimensional spaces, the result of Section 4 also 
generalizes a result of Malivert [22]. In [3], Attouch and Damlamian 
consider a class of differential inclusions, which includes (E,) as a particular 
case when the set X is convex. The technique of the proofs in [ 3,22 ] uses the 
theory of maximal monotone operators (see Brezis [ 71). Section 4 of this 
paper is related to it. However, the proofs of the existence theorems of 
Sections 2 and 3 use different tehniques. 
2. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS OF (E) AND (E,) 
In this section, we give sufficient conditions for the existence of solutions 
of the differential inclusions (E) and (E,). Before stating the existence 
theorem, we first define the class of tangentially regular subsets considered 
throughout the paper, and recall some properties of these sets. 
Let X and Y be subsets of Euclidean spaces. A correspondence F from X 
to Y is a mapping from X to the set of all subsets of Y. A correspondence F 
from X to Y is closed at x,, E X if, for all sequences (x,} CX converging to 
x0, and all sequences { y,) c Y converging to some y, E Y, yO E F(x,). A 
correspondence F from X to Y is upper semicontinuous (u.s.c.) at x,, E X if F 
is closed at x0, and if there exists a neighborhood of x,, in which F is 
bounded. Clearly, if the correspondence F from X to Y is closed at x,, E X 
(resp. u.s.c.), then F(x,) is closed in Y (resp. compact). A correspondence F 
from X to Y is lower semicontinuous (1.s.c.) at x0 E X if, for every open 
subset U c Y such that F(x,,) n U # 0, there exists a neighborhood V of x0 
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such that F(x) f7 U # 0 for all x in V. A correspondence F is continuous at 
x0 if it is U.S.C. and 1.s.c. at x0. A correspondence F is continuous, USC. or 
1.s.c. on X if it is, respectively, continuous, u.s.c. or 1.s.c. at every x E X. 
Let X c R4, and recall that Bouligand’s tangent and normal cones are 
defined, for x E X, by 
T(X,x)= vE R9 
1 1 
there exist sequences (x,} c X, (1,) c (0, co), 1 
such that x = lim, x, and t’ = lint, ;I&, - x) \ ’ 
N(X, x) = {r & Rq ) (a, v} < 0 for all v E T(X, x)}, 
It is obvious that the definition of T(X, x) coincides with that given before. 
Further, Z’(X, x) is a closed cone of vertex 0 (nonconvex, in general), and 
N(X, x) is a closed convex cone of vertex 0. For A c R4, let us denote by 
int(A) the interior of A, x or clos(A) the closure of A, and let B(A, E) = 
{~ElR~ld~(x)<~}, and ~(~,&)=Ix~IR~ld,(x),<&~ for any E>O. We 
now recall some well-known properties of tangent and normal cones. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let X be a nonempty subset of R”. 
(a) Let U be an open subset of Rq and x E X n U, then T(X n U, x) = 
T(X, x) and N(X f? U, x) = N(X, x). 
(b) Lef x E int(X), then T(X, x) = Wq and N(X, x) = (O}. 
(c) Let X be convex and x E X, then 
T(X,x)=clos(L(y-x)IyEXandA>O}, 
J&K x> = (9 E Rq I (r, x> > (r7, v>for all y E XL 
Let Xc IF?* and x E X, and we denote by TJX, x) Clarke’s tangent cone 
to X at x. We recall that u E T,(X. x) if and only if 
Iim y+x,YGX,&O+ 0-l . d,(y + BY) = 0. It is obvious that T,(X, x) c ??(X, x) 
for all x E X, and that T,(X, x) is a closed cone of vertex 0. Further, it is a 
fundamental property of Clarke’s tangent cone to be always convex (see 1 I 11 
and also [ 13, 251). 
The following theorem, proved in [ 131, will be used throughout the paper. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let x0 E XC lRq, and suppose there exists a > 0 such 
that X n &x0, a) is compact. 
(a) The following propositions are equivalent: 
(i) the correspondence N(X, .) is closed at x0; 
(ii) the correspondence T(X, -) is 1.s.c. at x,; 
(iii) r(X, x0) = T,(X, x0). 
(b) Zf (i), (ii) or (iii) is satisfied, then T(X, x0) is comex. 
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A subset X of iRq is said to be tangentially regular if X is locally compact, 
and if one of the conditions (i), (ii) or (iii) is satisfied for every x in X. From 
Proposition 2.1, open subsets of Rq and locally compact convex subsets of 
Rq are tangentially regular. 
Other examples of tangentially regular subsets are submanifolds (with or 
without boundary) in Rq, of class Cp, p > 1, and more general subsets of R* 
defined by equality and/or inequality constraints of class Cp, p > 1, and 
satisfying a constraint qualification assumption (cf. 1131). 
We now state an existence theorem for the differential inclusions 
4t) E proj,.,,,,,,,,F(x(t)), x(O) = -q, 3 (El 
and 
i.(t) E f+(t)) - NX, x(t)), x(0) = x0. 0%) 
THEOREM 2.3. Let X be a nonempty, tangentially regular subset of Rq, 
and let F be an U.S.C. correspondence from X to Rq, such that, for all x in X, 
F(x) is nonempty, convex and compact. 
(a) Then, for all x,, in X, there exist T > 0 and a Lipschitz mapping 
x(.): [O, T] + Rq such that 
x(t) E X for all t in [0, T], x(0) = x,, 
and 
x(t) E F(x(t)) - N(X, x(t)) for almost every’ t E 10, T]. 
(b) Further, for all xg in X, the dtprential inclusions (E) and (E,) 
admit the same Lipschitz solutions. 
Theorem 2.3 generalizes a result of Henry [ 181 when X is a closed convex 
subset of Rq. Part (a) of Theorem 2.3 also generalizes a result of Malivert 
1221. 
We first recall some results which are used in the proof of Theorem 2.3 
and also in the following sections. The first theorem is a generalization of 
Nagumo’s existence theorem for differential inclusions. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let X be a nonempty, locally compact subset of Rq, and 
let I be an U.S.C. correspondence from X to Rq, such that, for all x in X, I(x) 
is nonempty, convex, compact, and I(x) (7 T(X, x) # 0. 
Then, for all xg in X, there exist T > 0 and a Lipschitz mapping x(e): 
[0, T] + Rq such that 
x(t) E X for all t E [0, T], x(0) = xg 
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and 
x(t) E T(x(t)) for almost every t E 10, T]. 
See Haddad ] 151 for the proof of Theorem 2.4, which generalizes previous 
results of [4, 8, 9, 14, 201. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Suppose T is a nonempty, closed, convex subset of Rq. 
(a) For all x in Rq, there exists a unique element in T, denoted by 
proj.(x), satisfying one of the two equivalent properties (i) or (ii): 
(i) ](x - projr(x)]] < ]/x - tll for all t in T, 
(ii) (x - proj,.(x), t - proj,.(x)) < 0 for all t in T. 
(b) Further, if T is a cone, let N = p = {n E Rq / (n, t) < 0 for all t in 
T}. Then, for all v E Ry, there exists a unique element v, in IF?q, and a 
unique element v,~ in Ry such that 
v=vT+v2., V~ E T, v,~ E N and (v,, v,\) = 0. 
Further, vT = proj r v and v,~ = proj,V v. 
Part (b) of Proposition 2.5 is due to Moreau 123 ]. For both (a) and (b), 
see, for example, [24]. We now can give the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3: Part (a). Since F is U.S.C. at x0, for all E > 0, there 
exist r > 0 and k > 0 such that 
F(x) c B(F(x,), E) c B(O, k) for all x in X n B(x,, r). 
We now define the correspondence r from K = X n B(x,, r) to R4 by 
f(x) = {f - I? If E F(x), tl E NX x) and II roll < k1. 
Clearly, T(x) is nonempty, convex, compact, for all x in K. 
We claim that r is U.S.C. It sufftces to show that r is closed at all X in K. 
Indeed, let {x,), (f,}, (r],}, be sequences such that x, E K, f, E F(x,), 
vn E N(X, x,), ]] II,/] < k, for all n, (xn} converges to X, and {f, - q,} 
converges to some jj in iR4. With no loss of generality, we can suppose that 
the sequences (f,) and (v,} converge to some elementsrand f in Rq. Since 
the set X is tangentially regular, from Theorem 2.2, the correspondence 
N(X, .) is closed at X. Thus, q E N(X, 2). Since the correspondence F is U.S.C. 
at X, then JE F(Z). Consequently, jj = f - 4 E T(Z), and this ends the proof 
of the claim. 
We now show that T(x) n T(K, x) # 0 for all x in K. Let us first notice 
that T(K, x) = T(X, x) for all x in K, by Proposition 2.1 (a). Since the set X is 
tangentially regular, from Theorem 2.2, the tangent cone T(X, x) is convex. 
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Thus, for all x in X and all f E F(x), from Proposition 2.5, 
and 
(proj TcX,xJt ProL~cx,xJ) = 0. 
Consequently, Jlproj,vo,,,fll < llfll < k; thus, for all x in K, 
pro.iT~X..r,f E @) n T(X 4 f 0. 
The assumptions of Theorem 2.4 are satisfied for the set K, which is 
clearly locally compact, and the correspondence r from K to Rq. Thus, there 
exist T > 0 and a Lipschitz mapping x(.): [0, T] + R4 such that x(t) E K for 
all t E [0, T], and i(t) E T(x(t)) for almost every t E 10, T]. Clearly, x(.) is a 
solution of (E,). 
Part (b). We now prove that (E) and (E,) have the same solutions. 
Since the set X is tangentially regular, from Proposition 2.5, projr,,,,,F(x) c 
F(x) - N(X, x) for all x in X. Thus, every solution of (E) is also a solution 
of (E, 1. 
Conversely, let x(a): [0, T] +X be a solution of (E,). For almost every 
t, E (0, T), the derivative i(t,) exists and satisfies 
i(t,,) = /itn+ Ix(t, + k) - x(tJ I/k 
+ 
and 
-I(&,) = ,“y+ [x(to - k) - x(t,)]/k. 
Since, for k sufficiently small, x(t, + k) stays in X, we deduce that 
i(t,> E T(X, x(t,,>) n -7-(X, x(&J). (2.6) 
Further, since x(.) is a solution of (E,), for almost every t, E (0, T), there 
exist f, in F(x(tJ) and q,, in N(X, x(to)) such that f, = i(t,) + q,,. From 
(2.61, +I,,, +J) = 0. S’ mce i(t,) E T(X, x(Q), q0 E N(X, x(t,J), from 
Proposition 2.5, we deduce that 
i(t,) = proj T~X.x~f,,~Ji E proj,,,,,,,“,,F(x(t”)). 
Thus, x(.) is also a solution of (E). This ends the proof of the theorem. 
Remark 2.1. Suppose the assumptions of Theorem 2.3, and suppose 
further that the correspondence F is single-valued and locally Lipschitz. 
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Then, in general, there is not a unique solution of the differential inclusion 
(E) or (E,). Take X=((x,y)ER21 [y=x2 and x>O] or [y=-x2 and 
x>OlL wGY)= {(LO)} and x,, = (0,O). We shall give in Section 4 
sufficient conditions which imply the unicity of solutions of (E) and (E,). 
3. EXISTENCE OF SLOW SOLUTIONS 
We state the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let X be a nonempty, tangentially regular subset of Rq, 
and let F be a continuous correspondence from X to Rq, such that, for all x 
in X9, F(x) is nonempty, convex and compact. 
Then, for all x0 in X, there exist T > 0 and a Lipschitz mapping 
x(.): [0, T] + Rq such that 
x(t) E X for all t E ]O, T], x(0) = x0, 
and 
x(t) = [F@(t)) - N(X, x(t))]‘for almost every t E [O, T]. (E:) 
Before giving the proof of Theorem 3.1, we introduce the mapping 
4: XX IFiq + Rq and the correspondence r from X to IR”. which are defined, 
forxinxandpin Rq,by 
o(x,p)=(f-a.p]fEF(x)anda>O}‘. 
(3.2) 
qx)=co{~(x, P)lPE N(X,x)l, 
where we denote by co(A) the convex hull of a subset A of R”. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 consists of two steps. First, we show that the 
correspondence r satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 2.4. Thus, there exists 
a solution x(.): [O, T] +X of the differential inclusion 
i-(t) E &(t>>, x(0) = xg . (Q 
Then, in a second step, we prove that (8) and (Ef) have in fact the same 
solutions. Definitions (3.2) are represented in Fig. 1 below (where F is single- 
valued). 
The proof of Theorem 1 will be a consequence of the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose the assumptions of Theorem 3.1. 
(a) f#(x, Ap) = 4(x, p) for all /z > 0, x in X, p in Rq. 
(b) The mapping x + 4(x, 0) = F(x)' is continuous on X. 
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FIGURE I 
(c) Let S = (p E IR4 1 /I pII = 1 ), then the restriction of the mapping 
(x, p) + $(x, p) to X X S is continuous. 
Proof: (a) is obvious. 
(b) From Definition (3.2), for all x in X, 4(x, 0) is the unique solution 
of the following minimization problem: 
minimize I/f I], 
subject to f E F(x). 
Since the norm ]I1 ]( is continuous, and the correspondence F is continuous 
with nonempty values, from the maximum theorem of Berge (cf. 15, VI, 
Section 3]), the mapping x + 4(x, 0) is continuous on X. 
(c) Let us define the function m: X+ R by 
m(x>=maxlllfll lfEF(xN for x in X. 
Since the correspondence F is continuous with nonempty values, from Berge 
[5, VI, Section 31 the function m is continuous on X. 
We now claim that, for all (x, p) in X x S, Q(x, p) is the unique solution 
of the following minimization problem: 
minimize /] f - a . pll, 
subject to f E F(x) and a E [0, 2 . m(x)]. 
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Indeed, let f in F(x) and 6 > 0 such that 4(x, p) = J‘ - Ep. It suffices to show 
that E E [0, am(x)]. From Definition (3.2), ]]J‘- 6~11 < ]]fi]. Recall that 
II PII = 1, thus 
a= II@ * PII < IL- &PI1 + llfll ,< 2 llfll G 24x). 
Let us define the correspondence H from X to Iliy+’ by 
H(x) = {(f, a) I J‘E F(x) and 0~ E lo,2 . m(x)] I, for x in X. 
We recall that a Cartesian product of continuous correspondences is also 
continuous (see [S]). Since the correspondence F is continuous on X, with 
nonempty values, and the function m is continuous on X, we deduce easily 
that the correspondence H is continuous on X, with nonempty values. Recall 
that, for all (x, p) in XX S, 4(x, p) is the unique solution of the above 
minimization problem. From the maximum theorem of Berge 1.5, VI, 
Section 31, we deduce that the restriction of the mapping (x, p) + 4(x, p) to 
XX S is continuous. This ends the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, then the 
correspondence r defined by (3.2) is u.s.c., and, for all x in X. T(x) is 
nonempty, convex and compact. 
ProoJ We define the correspondence 1~ from X to IRy by 
Y(X) = Mx, P) I P E N(X, x)1 for x in X. 
We recall that, from Definition (3.2), for all x in X, T(x) = co y(x), i.e., the 
convex hull of y(x). We show that y is U.S.C. with nonempty compact values, 
and Lemma 3.4 follows easily. 
We have previously proved that the function x+m(x) = 
max( ]]f ]] I f E F(x)} is continuous on X. Since, for all x in X and all p in 
WK 4, IMx, P)II< m(x>, f or all X in X, there exists a neighborhood V of X 
such that the correspondence y is bounded in V. 
We now prove that the correspondence y is closed at all X in X. Let 
(x,) c X be a sequence converging to 2, let { y,} be a sequence converging to 
some u in iR9, and such that y, E y(x,) for all n. There exists a sequence 
{P”l c R4, such that y, = $(x,, p,) and pn E N(X, x,) for all n. One has the 
following alternative: either there exists an integer N such that pn = 0 for all 
n > N, or there exists a subsequence (that we denote identically to simplify) 
such that p, # 0 for all n. In the first case, from Lemma 3.3(b), 
y, = #(xn, 0) --t $(Z, 0); thus, p= $(Y, 0) E y(X). In the second case, let 
qn = p,/]l pnll for all n; with no loss of generality, one can suppose that the 
sequence .(qn) converges to some S in IRy, such that ]]~i] = 1. Recall that 
N(X, x,) is a cone, thus q, E N(X, x,) for all n. Since the set X is tangen- 
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tially regular, from Theorem 2.2 the correspondence N(X, .) is closed at X; 
thus, SE N(X, X). From Lemma 3.3(a), y,, = 4(x,, p,) = +4(x,, q,) for all n, 
and from Lemma 3.3(c), $(f, S) = 1 im, 4(x,,, q,) = J. Thus, YE y(X) since 
4 E N(X, 5). This ends the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose the assumptions of Theorem 3.1. Then 
f or r(x) n T(X, X) = [F(x) - N(X, x)] l for all x in X. 
Proof Let us first notice that, for all x in X, the element [F(x) - 
N(X, x)]’ is well-defined, for the set F(x) - N(X, x) is nonempty, closed and 
convex. Thus, for all x in X, there exists fin F(x) and q in N(X, x) such that 
f - q= [F(x) - N(X, x)]‘. We deduce that ]]f -311 < ]]f- aq]] for all f in 
F(x) and al! (I > 0. Thus, from Definition (3.2), f - q= 4(x, q) E T(x). We 
also have I] f - VI] < /] f - q /] for all n in N(X, x); thus, q = proj,v(,.,,f: Since 
the set X is tangentially regular, from Theorem 2.2, the tangent cone T(X, x) 
is convex, and, from Proposition 2.5,7 - q = proj,,,,,,f E T(X, x). Thus, we 
have proved that 
f - fj = [F(x) - N(X, x) 1. E T(x) n T(X, x). 
We now prove that the set T(x) n T(X, x) contains at most one element. 
Let y E T(x) n T(X, x), then there exist pi in N(X, x), Ai > 0 (i = l,..., n), 
such that Cl=, Izi = 1 and y = Cl?, ni#(x, pi). From Definition (3.2) 
4(x, pi) is the projection of 0 on the nonempty, closed, convex set 
C= {f -a. p,if EF(x) and a>O). 
From the characterization property of proj,(O) (Proposition 2.5(ii)) 
(4CxT Pi> - ‘2 #tx2 Pi) - f > < O for all f in F(x), i = l,..., n. 
Multiplying these inequalities by /li > 0, by summation over i, we get 
2 Ii II+, Pi)ll* G ([cl ni4(xl PiI, f ) 
i-1 
for allf in F(x). 
Since the function u + I/U ]I2 is convex, we get 
II ” ni#(x3 Pi) [T, /* G ({*I ni4(x, Pihf ) for all f in F(x). 
Recall that y = Cy7, Ai + 4(x, pi) belongs to T(X, x), thus 
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By summation of the two last inequalities, using Cauchy-Schwartz 
inequality, we get 
i=l 
for all f in F(x) and all q in N(X, x). 
Since y = x1= r Ai$(x, pi) E F(x) - N(X, x), we deduce that y = [F(x) 
N(X, x)1’. This ends the proof of the lemma. 
We now can given the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. From Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5, the correspondence r 
1s U.S.C., for all x in X, T(x) is nonempty, convex, compact, and 
T(X) n T(X, x) # 0. Thus, from Theorem 2.4, for all x0 in X, there exist 
T > 0 and a Lipschitz mapping x(e): [0, T] +X, such that x(0) =x,,, and, 
for almost every t E [0, T], the derivative i(t) exists and i(t) E l-(x(t)). Let 
t E [ 0, 7’) be such a point, from the definition of the tangent cone, we have 
i(t) = )im+ Ix(t + h) - x(t)]/h E T(X, x(f)). + 
Thus, from Lemma 3.5, for almost all I in 10, T], 
i(t) E r(x(t)) n T(X, x(t)) = [ F(x(t)) - NV, x(t)) I ‘. 
Consequently, the mapping x(s): [ 0, T] + X is a solution of (Ez). 
Remark 3.1. Assume that the set X is open. From Proposition 2.1 (b), for 
all x in X, N(X, x) = (0). Thus, for all x in X and all p in N(X, x), 
[F(x) - N(X, x)1’ = [F(x) 1’ = 4(x, p). From Lemma 3.3(b), the mapping 
x + F(x)‘, from X to IR4, is continuous. It may be worth pointing out that, in 
this case, Theorem 3.1 is a direct consequence of Peano’s theorem. However, 
if X is not open, the right-hand side of the differential equation (EF) is not 
continuous, in general (see Fig. 1). 
Remark 3.2. From the proof of Theorem 3.1, the set of solutions of (Ez) 
coincides with the set of solutions of the differential inclusion 
a(t) E r@(t)), x(0) = xg . 
From Lasry and Robert [21] and Haddad [ 161, one can deduce topological 
properties (connectedness, acyclicity, etc.) of the set of solutions of (EF). 
We now consider the problem of existence of slow solutions of the 
differential inclusion (E). 
COROLLARY 3.6. Suppose the assumptions of Theorem 3.1. Then, for all 
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x0 in X, there exist T > 0 and a Lipschitz mapping x(.): [0, T] --t Rq such 
that 
and 
x(t) E Xfor all t E [0, T], x(0) = x, 
44 E lpro.iT~X.x~,~~ F(x(t))]‘for almost all t E [0, T]. 
(E:) 
We first prove a lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let F be a nonempty, convex, compact subset of Rq, let T 
be a closed convex cone of Rq, and let N= {nE iRql (n,v)<Ofor all v in 
T}. Then there exists in proj,(F) a unique element of minimal norm, which 
coincides with the unique element of minimal norm in F-N. In other words, 
[proj,F]‘= [F-N]‘. 
Proof. First notice that the set [F - N]’ has at most one element since 
the set F-N is nonempty, closed and convex in Rq (whereas the set projrF 
is nonconvex in general). Further, the set proj.(F) is compact, thus there 
exist in proj,F elements of minimal norm. From the above remarks, it 
suffices to show the inclusion [proj,F]‘c [F - N]‘. Indeed, let y in 
bjPl”~ then there exists f in F such that J= proj,f. From 
Proposition 2.5, 7 = proj,? = f - proj,f E F - N. Further, from Proposi- 
tion 2.5, for all f in F, llprojT?ll < Ilproj,f II = Ilf - pwi,f II < llf - roll for 
all q in N. This ends the proof of the lemma. 
Proof of Corollary 3.6. Since X is tangentially regular, from 
Theorem 2.2, the tangent cone T(X, x) is convex. Thus, Corollary 3.6 is a 
direct consequence of Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.7. 
4. EXISTENCE AND UNICITY OF SLOW SOLUTIONS 
In this section, we give sufficient conditions which imply the existence of a 
unique (classical) solution and a unique slow solution of the differential 
inclusions (E) and (E,). Before stating the main reult, we first introduce 
some definitions. 
We say that a correspondence S from Xc Rq to Rq satisfies the condition 
(M) on X if there exists a real number c > 0 such that 
~~*-~~~~~-~~~~~~lI/~~-~,/I* 
for all xi in X, and all si in S(xi), i = 1, 2. (Ml 
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In other words, S satisfies condition (M) if and only if there exists c > 0 
such that the correspondence T from X to Rq, defined by T(x) = cx - S(x) 
for x E X, is monotone (in the sense that (tz - t,, x2 -x,) > 0 for all xi in X, 
and all tj in T(xi), i = 1, 2). Notice that a single-valued mapping s: X + IR”. 
which is Lipschitz satisfies condition (M). 
A subset X of Rq is said to satisfy the property (M) on X, or is said to be 
weakly convex, if X is locally compact, and if there exists a real number 
c > 0 such that 
(‘12-)?,~~~2-x,~~-c/Ix*-x,I/2 
for all xi in X, and all vi in 
N(X,xJnB(O, l), i= 1,2. (4.1) 
Weakly convex subsets of R4 are in fact tangentially regular. We prove 
this assertion in the next lemma, which also gives a more geometric 
condition, equivalent to the property (M). 
LEMMA 4.2. (a) The subset X of Rq satisfies the property (M) for a 
constant c > 0 if and only if there exists r > 0 such that, for all x in X, 
B(x+rq,r)nX=0, for all r E N(X, x) such that 11 r]1) = 1. 
(b) If condition (4.1) is satisfied by X c Rq for a real number c > 0, 
then the correspondence N(X, .) is closed at every X in X. 
ProoJ (a) The proof of (a), which is not used in the paper, is omitted 
(see, for example, [ 131). 
(b) Let X in X, and consider sequences {x,) c X, (q,,) c Rq such that 
q,, E N(X, x,) for all n, {x,) converges to X, and (n,} converges to some 
element 7 in Rq. To have rf E N(X, X), it suffices to prove that (q, 6) < 0 for 
all 6 in T(X, X). From the definition of the tangent cone, there exist 
sequences (x,) c X and (A,} c (0, co) such that X= lim,x, and 
V = lim, Ap(x, - X). From condition (4. l), since 0 E N(X, x0), we have 
(Il,--O,X”--Xp)~-CIIr”ll. I/xn--xpl12 for all p, n. 
Passing to the limit, when n --$ CD, we get 
(fiYf--x,> > - c Ilrjll llf--x,l12 for all p. 
Multiplying by d,, > 0 each inequality, passing to the limit when p + 00, we 
- - get (v, v) < 0 for all V in T(X, X). This ends the proof of the lemma. 
The class of weakly convex subsets of Rq includes locally compact, 
convex subsets of Rq (Proposition 2.1(c)), submanifolds of Rq, of class C”. 
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p > 2, with or without a boundary (cf. [ 13]), and more general sets defined 
by equality and/or inequality constraints (cf. [ 131). Condition (4.2) has been 
introduced by Vial [26]. We refer to him for a general study of weakly 
convex sets. In the same spirit, other definitions, similar to conditions (4.1) 
or Lemma 4.2(a), have been introduced [ 19, 221. 
The next theorem shows the role of conditions (M) and (4.1) in the study 
of the differential inclusions (E) and (E,). 
THEOREM 4.3. Let X be a nonempty, weakly convex subset of IR’, let F 
be an U.S.C. correspondence from X to iRq, which satisfies the condition (M) 
and such that, for all x in X, F(x) is nonempty, convex, compact. 
(a) For all x,, in X, there exist T > 0 and a Lipschitz mapping 
x(.): 10, T] + iRq, such that 
x(t) E x for all t E [0, T], x(0) =x,,, 
and for almost all t E [O, T], 
i(t) = [ F(x(t)) - N(X, x(t)) I.3 
(b) Further, if xi: [0, T] +X (i = 1, 2) are two solutions of the 
differential inclusions (E) or (E,) such that x,(O) = x,(O), then x,(t) =x?(t) 
for all t E [0, T]. 
Remark 4.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.3, every solution of 
(E) and (E,) is a slow solution. In the terminology of Brezis [7], the 
differential inclusions (E) and (E,) are lazy. It is worth pointing out that this 
last property is not satisfied, in general, under the assumptions of 
Theorem 3.1. 
The proof of Theorem 4.3 is a consequence of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose S is a correspondence from XC (Rq to Ry, which 
satisfies condition (M). 
(a) Let T > 0, and xi: 10, T] +X (i = 1,2) be Lipschitz mappings 
such that 
ii(t) E co S(x,(t)) for almost every t E 10, T], 
and x,(O) =x2(O). Then x,(t) =x*(t) for all t E [0, T]. 
(b) Lf there exist T > 0 and a Lipschitz mapping x(.): [0, T] +X such 
that 
w  E e(t)) for almost all t E [O, T], 
409,9h I 1” 
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then 
i(t) = (co S(x(t))]. for almost all t E (0, T]. 
(Here we denote by co(S) the closed convex hull of S c Rg.) 
ProoJ (a) Let us denote by c > 0 the constant in condition (M). For 
almost every t in (0, Tj, we have 
Thus, d/dt[ 11x,(t) - x,(t)ll’ ePzc’] < 0. Integrating, we get 
11x2(t) -x,(t)l12 eCzc’ G Ilx,(O) -x,m2 = 0 for all t in 10. T]. 
Consequently, for all t E 10, TI, x2(t) = x,(f). 
(b) Let T, E (0, T), and, for n large enough, we define the mapping 
x”(.): [0, To] + X by x”(t) = x(t + l/n). Let 1 > 0 be the Lipschitz constant 
of x(.), then the mappings x”(e) are also Lipschitz of constant A independent 
of n. For all U, u in [0, r,]. 
1’ i(t) dt = x”(u) - x”(u) -+ x(v) - x(u) = f”X(Q dt, 
u ” I, 
Thus, ?(.) converges weakly to a(.) in L’(0, T,; R”) (cf. 127, V, 1, 
Theorem 41). From Mazur’s convexity-theorem (cf. 127, V, 1, Theorem 2]), 
there exist convex combinations (a: I n = k, k + l,...} (i.e., the elements ai 
are all null but a finite number of integers n, a: > 0 for all n > k, and 
c,” k a: = l), such that yk(.) = C,“- k a:.?(.) converges strongly to A!(.) in 
L’(0, r,; R9). Consequently, there exists a subsequence (that we denote 
identically to simplify) such that a(r) = lim, yk(t) for almost every t in 
IQ TOI. 
Thus, there exists a subset I of [O, 7’,] of full Lebesgue measure such that, 
for all tE 1, the derivatives a(t) and a,(t) exist for n large enough, 
a(t) E S(x(t)) and i(t) = lim, y,Jf). From condition (M), since, for all t E I, 
3’(t) = i(t + l/n) E S(x(t + l/n)), we deduce that, for all t E I, 
(i"(t)- s,x(t + l/n)- x(t)) < c . IIx(f + l/n>-- x(t>j12, 
for all s in S(x(t)). 
For all t E I, i.(t) = lim, n[x(t + l/n) - x(t)] and IlY(t)(l <A for all n. Let 
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t be fixed in Z and s be fixed in S(x(t)); clearly, there exists a sequence 
{e”) c (0, co) converging to 0, such that 
(i”(t) - s, i(t)) < E” for all n. 
Multiplying these inequalities by ai, by summation over n, we get 
( y,#) - s? +)) < ak, where ak= J‘ a[E*. 
k=n 
One easily sees that ak -+ 0. Passing to the limit, when k -+ co, 
(i(t) - s, i(t) - 0) < 0. 
The above inequality is still true for s in co S(x(t)). Thus, from 
Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we deduce that 
for all s in co S(x(t)), and all t in I. This ends the proof of Lemma 4.4. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3 Part (a). Since F is U.S.C. at x0, for all E > 0, there 
exist r > 0 and k > 0 such that 
F(x) c @F(x,), E) c ii(O, k) 
for all x in X n B(x,, r). Let K = X n B(x,, r), and we define the correspon- 
dence Z from K to R4 by 
T(x)= (f-rIfEF(x),rlEN(X,x),IJ~II,<2k} forx in K. (4.5) 
As in the proof of Theorem 2.3, there exist T > 0 and a Lipschitz mapping 
x(.): [O, T] + K such that x(0) = x0 and 
i(t) E e(t)) for almost every t E 10, T]. 
From the assumptions made, one easily sees that the correspondence Z 
satisfies condition (M) on K. Thus, from Lemma 4.4, there exists a subset 
Z c [0, T] of full Lebesgue measure such that, for all t in Z, all f in F(x(t)), 
all r E N(X, x(t)) n B(O, 2k), then /I i(t)11 < 1) f - q I). We now prove the same 
inequality holds for all r~ E N(X, x(t)). First we claim that, for all t in Z, 
/Ii(t < k; indeed, letfr E F(x(t)), qt E N(X, x(t)) such that i(t) =f, - v,; by 
(2.6), i(t) E T(X, x(t)) n - T(X, x(t)); thus, (i(t), r,) = 0 and lli(t)ll < 
Ijf,\l < k. Now, for all t in Z, let f E F(x(t)) and n E N(X, x(t)), 1) qJ\ > 2k; 
then 
II-WII < k < llvll - llfll ,< IIS- VII. 
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Thus, we have proved that, for all t in Z, 
i(t) = [F(x(t)) - N(X, x(t))]? 
From Lemma 3.7, we also have, for all t in I, 
Part (b). By Lemma 4.2, the set X is tangentially regular. Thus, the 
assumptions of Theorem 2.3 are satisfied, and we deduce that the differential 
inclusions (E) and (E,) have the same solutions. It suffices to prove part (b) 
when xi: [0, r] +X (i = 1, 2) are two solutions of (Ey;) satisfying 
x,(O) = x,(O). Let K = x, (IO, T]) U x,(10, r]), then K is a subset of X. and 
K is compact. Since F is U.S.C. on X, then F is bounded (cf. I.5 I), i.e., there 
exists a real number k > 0 such that, for all x in K, F(x) c B(O, k). 
Define the correspondence r from K to IR” by T(x) = {f - v 1 f E F(x), 
q E N(X, x) and I/ 711 < k} for x in K. We claim that 
i-i(t> E r(xi(t)) for almost every t E IO, T], i = 1, 2. 
Indeed, since xi(.) (i = 1,2) is a solution of (E,), for almost every t E 10, TI. 
there exist f, in F(x(t)) and r, in N(X, x(t)) such that a(t) = f, - q,. From 
condition (2.6), for almost every t in 10, TI, 
i(t) E z-(X, x(t)) n - l-(X, x(r)). 
Thus, (i(t), II,) = 0 and )I r,il < Ilf,il < k. This ends the proof of the claim. 
Since the correspondence r satisfies condition (M) on K, from 
Lemma 4.4(a), we deduce that x,(t) =x,(t) for all t E IO, TI. 
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